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(3) It was determined that claimant’s funeral costs were in excess of those allowed by 

policy, and SER funds were denied. 

(4) On 1-2-09, claimant requested a hearing on the matter, alleging that they were 

unaware at the time of the funeral that there was a limit as to funeral costs and contributions for 

the purposes of the SER program. 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

The State Emergency Relief (SER) program is established by 2004 PA 344.  The SER 

program is administered pursuant to MCL 400.10, et seq., and by final administrative rules filed 

with the Secretary of State on October 28, 1993.  MAC R 400.7001-400.7049.  Department of 

Human Services (DHS or department) policies are found in the State Emergency Relief Manual 

(SER).  

Friends and relatives may supplement the SER burial payment in any amount up to 

$4,000 for additional services; however, if contributions exceed $4,000 OR if the total cost of 

the burial exceeds the SER maximum payment allowed plus the voluntary contribution, the SER 

application must be denied. ERM 306. This is a bright line rule; if the burial cost exceeds $4,771, 

which is $4,000, plus the SER maximum payment in the current situation, SER must be denied. 

In the current case, it is clear that the claimant has run afoul of these regulations. 

Department Exhibit 2, the Application for State Emergency Relief, contains a copy of the funeral 

bill. According to the claimant’s representative’s testimony, this was the cost of the claimant’s 

funeral. This bill shows that the funeral, by itself, cost $4,795, more than the allowed cost 

provided for in the policy. The bill contains no itemized costs of the funeral, nor does it explain 

why the service is so expensive. However, the policy is clear that memorial and other funeral 
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costs are considered burial costs. This is before we add in costs of the casket and the cremation, 

which brought the funeral to a total cost of $6,451. 

The Administrative Law Judge is of the opinion that the claimant’s family may have been 

the victim of fraud; the lack of an itemized bill and a memorial cost far in excess of the state 

contribution for a memorial (contained in ERM 306) is suspect in the extreme. The undersigned 

feels that the fact that the funeral home in question has a monopoly over the claimant’s town, and 

the fact that no itemization of what exactly brought the cost of the memorial services to almost 

$4,800 has been provided, should raise questions, and that the claimant’s family may wish to 

contact the Consumer Affairs division of the Attorney General to file a complaint. Cursory 

research has revealed that a funeral home that simply provides a flat cost for a memorial and 

does not itemize that cost should raise a red flag. 

However, this is only speculation. The only issue before us is whether the Department’s 

denial of claimant’s SER application was proper. The policy provides a bright line rule; if the 

cost of the funeral and burial services exceeds $4,771, the application must be denied. The 

evidence of record shows that the costs exceed this threshold. The Administrative Law Judge has 

found no support in policy to reject various parts of the bill, even if that bill is as suspect as the 

undersigned feels that it is. 

Thus, as the bill exceeds the bright line threshold, the application must be denied. 

DECISION AND ORDER 

The Administrative Law Judge, based upon the above findings of fact and conclusions 

of law, decides that the Department’s decision to deny claimant’s SER burial funds application 

was correct.  

 






